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Goldenpaw

Crown of Oblivion

The Other Side of the Sky

By Kester “Kit” Grant
Knopf (2-book Deal) — Spring 2020
For fans of Redwall and Warriors comes a
classic middle-grade animal fantasy series
that draws inspiration from the author’s
Mauritian-Creole heritage in creating the
vast world and rich history of the series.

By Julie Eshbaugh
HarperCollins (Standalone) — Fall 2019
From the author of Ivory and Bone comes an
edge-of-your-seat YA fantasy adventure. As
the surrogate to Princess Renya, Astrid lives
amongst royalty. Her life, however, is far
from privileged. It’s a nightmare, but Astrid
has no choice—she and her family are
Outsiders, without magic or citizenship.
The only way out is to compete in the
deadly Race of Oblivion. Whoever crosses
the finish line wins. That’s the only rule.
For Astrid, competing could mean death.
But winning could mean freedom.

By Amie Kaufman & Meagan Spooner
HarperCollins (2-book Deal) — Fall 2020
From the bestselling authors of These Broken
Stars comes genre-bending romance where
The 100 meets a Miyazaki-inspired fantasy
world, in which the prince of a hi-tech city
in the sky falls into a goddess’s ancient land
ruled by magicians and prophecy.

UK/translation/film rights: Adams Literary

A Court of Miracles
By Kester “Kit” Grant
Knopf (3-book Deal) — Fall 2019
In this electrifying debut trilogy—a YA
fantasy re-imagining of Les Miserables—
enter the violent urban jungle of an
alternate 1828 Paris in which the French
Revolution has failed and the city is divided
between merciless royalty and nine
underworld criminal guilds. Nina is a
talented cat-burglar and member of the
Thieves Guild who’s faced with a terrible
choice: save her adopted sister Ettie and
start a guild war, or lose her forever to the
Tiger, the ruthless lord of the Flesh Guild.
UK/translation/film rights: Adams Literary
Rights sold: France (Hachette), Germany
(Piper), Italy (Mondadori), Poland (Zysk), Russia
(AST), Spain (PRH), Turkey (Egmont) & UK
(HarperVoyager)

UK rights: HarperCollins
Translation/film rights: Adams Literary

Mass Disturbance
By Kimberly Jones & Gilly Segal
Sourcebooks (2-book Deal) — Fall 2019
When a fight breaks out at their racially
divided high school, two girls—one black,
one white—must work together to escape
escalating riots in this YA contemporary
debut that Nic Stone calls “a vital addition
to the YA race relations canon.”
UK rights: Sourcebooks
Translation/film rights: Adams Literary
Rights sold: France (Milan)

UK/translation/film rights: Adams Literary
Rights sold: Australia/New Zealand (Allen &
Unwin), Germany (at auction) & Spain (Hidra)

Aurora Rising
By Amie Kaufman & Jay Kristoff
Knopf (3-book Deal) — Spring 2019
From the bestselling authors of Illuminae
comes a new sci-fi epic. The year is 2380,
and the graduates of Aurora Academy are
being assigned their first missions. Ty is
ready to recruit his dream squad; instead
he’s stuck with the dregs. But Ty’s biggest
problem is Auri—a girl out of time and out
of her depth—who could be the catalyst for
a war millions of years in the making.
UK/translation/film rights: Adams Literary
Rights sold: Australia/New Zealand (Allen &
Unwin), Brazil (Rocco), Czech Republic
(Albatros), France (Casterman), Israel (Modan),
Russia (AST), Spain (PRH), Turkey (Pegasus) &
UK (OneWorld)

middleGrade

An unforgettable and quirky new novel from
the author of Ms. Bixby’s Last Day and Posted.

The much anticipated new series from New York
Times bestselling author Margaret Haddix.

◀ Finding Orion

By John David Anderson
Rion Kwirk comes from an odd family. But
no one in the family is more odd than
Rion’s grandfather. Which is why, when his
family learns of Papa Kwirk’s death and
pile into the car to attend his funeral, Rion
can’t help but feel that that’s not the end
of his story. He doesn’t know how right he
is. The acclaimed author of Ms. Bixby’s Last
Day and Posted returns with an
unforgettable tale of love and laughter; of
fathers and sons; of what family truly
means; and of the ways in which we
sometimes need to lose something in
order to find ourselves.
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▶ The Strangers

Walden Pond | May 2019 | 9–12
UK | Adams Literary
Translation | Adams Literary
Film/TV | Adams Literary

By Margaret Peterson Haddix
In this new middle-grade series from the
New York Times bestselling author who’s
sold more than 15 million copies of her
books in the US alone, the Greystone
children—Chess, Emma, and Finn
Greystone, ages twelve, ten, and eight—
investigate why their mother went missing
and uncover their ties to an alternate
world.
Rights sold: Brazil (V&R), Denmark (Hoest),
France (Milan) & Italy (HarperItalia).

Katherine Tegen | April 2019 | 9–12
UK | Adams Literary
Translation | Adams Literary
Film/TV | Adams Literary

A page-turning fantasy debut in which an orphan
must harness her powers to save her island.

A beautiful book about being different and
staying true to yourself from the author of Rules.

◀ The Twelve

By Cindy Lin
In this richly imagined, page-turning
debut, 12-year-old orphan Usagi struggles
to survive with her younger sister in a wartorn island kingdom overseen with an iron
fist by the Dragonlord. As Usagi finds her
place among hidden outlaws, she learns to
wield her own special abilities, and soon
discovers that the mythical band of
warriors, The Twelve, may in fact be real—
and the island’s only hope for survival.

▶ Because of the Rabbit

HarperCollins | July 2019 | 9–12
UK | Adams Literary
Translation | Adams Literary
Film/TV | Adams Literary

By Cynthia Lord
On the last night of summer, Emma and
her father find a bunny they bring home.
The next day, Emma starts public school
after years of being homeschooled. More
than anything, Emma wants to make a best
friend. On the first day of school, she’s
paired with a boy named Jack. Jack doesn’t
fit in, and Emma’s worried he’ll make her
stand out. The two bond over her rescue
rabbit, but will their new friendship keep
Emma from finding the new best friend
she’s meant to have? Newbery Honorwinning author Cynthia Lord has written a
beautiful, sensitive book about being
different and staying true to yourself.

Scholastic | March 2019 | 9–12
UK | Adams Literary
Translation | Adams Literary
Film/TV | Adams Literary

moreMG
Garbage Island

The Flight of Swans

By Fred Koehler
Boyds Mills | October 2018

By Sarah McGuire
Lerner Books | October 2018

The Haunting of Hounds
Hollow

For fans of Stuart Little and Poppy, here is a
middle-grade adventure in which a mouse
and a shrew, lost at sea, try to navigate to
their home in the Great Pacific Garbage
Patch. Braving multiple dangers, they
discover they have more in common than
they could ever have imagined.

Based on the Brothers Grimm’s fairy tale
Six Swans, The Flight of Swans follows Ryn’s
journey to save her family and their
kingdom.

Sometimes man’s best friend is loyal for
life...and beyond!

Mr. Popli, the mouse Mayor of Garbage
Island, is always at odds with Archibald
Shrew, a brilliant but reckless inventor.
When Garbage Island splits apart, they’re
trapped together in Mr. Popli’s houseboat,
desperate to find their way home. At first,
they only argue, but when they face a
perilous thunderstorm and a series of
predators, they begin to work together and
recognize—in themselves and in each other
—strengths they didn’t know they had.
Nonstop action and deep emotion
intertwine in this tale of opposites who
discover that with bravery, creativity, and
friendship, they can triumph.
UK | Adams Literary
Translation | Adams Literary
Film/TV | Adams Literary

Princess Andaryn’s six older brothers have
always been her protectors until her father
takes a new Queen, a frightening,
mysterious woman who enchants the men
in the royal family.
When R yn’s attempt to break the
enchantment fails, she makes a bargain: the
Queen will spare her brothers’ lives if Ryn
remains silent for six years.
Ryn thinks she freed her brothers, but she
never thought the Queen would turn her
brothers into swans. And she never thought
she’d have to undo the Queen’s spell alone,
without speaking.

UK | Adams Literary
Translation | Adams Literary
Film/TV | Adams Literary

By Jeffrey Salane
Scholastic | September 2018

Lucas Trainer has just moved to the middle
of nowhere—a town called Hounds Hollow,
where ghostly dogs prowl at night. At first,
he’s terrified by the nightly apparitions. But
as he slowly uncovers the mystery behind
the town, he learns that a ghost dog’s bark
is worse than its bite...and in fact the dogs
are protecting the town from an even more
terrifying threat.
Spooky, fun, and mysterious, this is author
Jeffrey Salane’s stand-alone follow-up to the
Lawless series, and is perfect for fans of Miss
Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children...and
dog lovers of all stripes.

UK | Adams Literary
Translation | Adams Literary
Film/TV | Adams Literary

youngAdult

“Prepare to be spellbound” in this action-packed
final book in the Blood Rose Rebellion trilogy.

In the empire of Aramtesh, scent has power. Set
your own senses on fire in this simmering debut.

◀ Winter War Awakening

By Rosalyn Eves
The Binding is broken. Mátyás is alive.
And Anna Arden is on the run. It seems,
yet again, that breaking the Binding has
shattered the world. And the only hope of
mending it is Anna and Mátyás, working
together. But it’s never that simple, is it?
When everyone thinks they’re fighting
each other for the same thing—freedom—
can anyone truly win? “Prepare to be
spellbound” in this fast-paced final
installment of the Blood Rose Rebellion
trilogy, perfect for fans of Six of Crows.
Rights sold: South America—Spanish
(#Numeral) & Turkey (Yabanci)

▶ Shadowscent

Knopf | March 2019 | 12+
UK | Adams Literary
Translation | Adams Literary
Film/TV | Adams Literary

By P.M. Freestone
When disaster strikes and the crown
prince lies poisoned, long-suppressed
rivalries threaten to blow the empire apart.
It’s up to Rakel, a poor village girl with a
talent for fragrances, and Ash, the prince’s
loyal bodyguard, to find an antidote. To
succeed, the pair must uncover secrets—
cryptic, ancient tales as well as buried
truths from their own pasts—in an
adventure that will set your senses on fire.

Scholastic | February 2019 | 12+
UK | Scholastic
Translation | Scholastic
Film/TV | Adams Literary

Romantic high fantasy from the #1 New York
Times bestselling author of Star Wars: Ahsoka.

The thrilling conclusion to the New York Times
bestselling authors’ Unearthed series.

◀ The Afterward

By E.K. Johnston
It’s been a year since the mysterious
godsgem ushered in what promised to be a
new golden age. Apprentice Knight
Kalanthe Ironheart wasn’t meant for
heroism so early in life, and Olsa
Rhetsdaughter was never meant for
heroism at all. Both girls think their paths
are laid out, but the godsgem isn’t quite
done with them. In a tale both epic and
personal, Kalanthe and Olsa fight to
maintain their independence and to find
their way back to each other.

▶ Undying

By Amie Kaufman & Meagan Spooner
Earth’s fate rests in their hands. Trapped
aboard the Undying’s spaceship and
reeling from the truth they’ve uncovered,
Mia and Jules are desperate to warn
people about what’s coming. After a
perilous escape, they crash-land on Earth’s
surface, but Jules and Mia can’t fathom
their new predicament: No one believes
them. Undying is a white-knuckle ride that
will keep readers guessing until the end.
Dutton | February 2019 | 12+
UK | Adams Literary
Translation | Adams Literary
Film/TV | Adams Literary

Rights sold: Australia/New Zealand (Allen &
Unwin), Brazil (Morro Branco), France (J’ai
Lu), Germany (Fischer), Spain (Hidra) &
Turkey (Pegasus)

Disney-Hyperion | January 2019 | 12+
UK | Allen & Unwin
Translation | Adams Literary
Film/TV | Under Option

“A breathless, action-packed exploration of
what humanity really means.” —Marie Lu

Epic, razor-sharp finale to Nevernight from New
York Times bestselling author Jay Kristoff.

◀ LIFEL1K3

By Jay Kristoff
From the coauthor of the New York Times
bestselling Illuminae comes the first book
in a new series that’s part Romeo and Juliet,
part Terminator—and all adrenaline.

Rights sold: Australia/New Zealand (Allen &
Unwin), Croatia (Lumen), Germany (DTV),
Russia (AST) & UK (HarperVoyager)

▶ Darkdawn

By Jay Kristoff
Mia Corvere—gladiatii, escaped slave and
infamous assassin—is on the run and may
never escape the City of Bridges and
Bones alive. Her mentor is in the clutches
of her enemies. Her family wishes her
dead. And her nemesis stands but a breath
from total dominance over the Republic.
But beneath the city, a dark secret awaits.
Mia must undertake a perilous journey
across the Republic, seeking answers to the
riddle of her life. Truedark approaches.
Night is falling on the Republic for
perhaps the final time. Can Mia survive in
a world where even daylight must die?
Knopf | May 2018 | 12+
UK | HarperVoyager
Translation | Adams Literary
Film/TV | Adams Literary

Rights sold: Brazil (V&R), Bulgaria (Egmont),
Czech Republic (Albatros), Germany (Fischer),
H o l l a n d ( L u i t i n g h - S i j t h o ff ) , H u n g a r y
(Konyvmoly), Poland (MAG), Russia (AST),
Spain (PRH) & Turkey (Pegasus)

St. Martin’s Press | September 2019 | 14+
UK | HarperVoyager
Translation | Adams Literary
Film/TV | Adams Literary

A centuries-old system of magic is about to be
turned upside down—by a lowly witch’s maid.

A new fantasy in the world of Ever the Hunted,
which Sarah J. Maas called “marvelous.”

◀ Grim Lovelies

By Megan Shepherd
From New York Times bestselling author
Megan Shepherd, Grim Lovelies is the
glittering first book in a new, epic YA
fantasy series. Prepare to be captivated by
the world of Grim Lovelies, where secrets
have been long buried, friends can
become enemies, and everything—
especially humanity—comes at a price.
Rights sold: Argentina (V&R), Brazil (V&R),
Bulgaria (Egmont), France (Bragelonne),
Mexico (V&R) & Spain (La Galera)

▶ Once a King

HMH | October 2018 | 12+
UK | HMH
Translation | Adams Literary
Film/TV | Adams Literary

By Erin Summerill
Aodren is a lonely, young king, searching
for a way to dismantle his father’s dark
legacy. Lirra is a girl with the power to
control the wind, torn between duty and
following her dreams. Lirra has every
reason to distrust Aodren, yet when he
asks for help, she can’t say no. With Lirra
by his side, Aodren sees a way forward for
his people. But can he rewrite mistakes of
the past before enemies destroy the world
he’s working to rebuild? Erin Summerill
returns with a high-stakes fantasy full of
romance, magic, and revenge perfect for
fans of Susan Dennard and C. J. Redwine.

HMH | December 2018 | 12+
UK | Adams Literary
Translation | Adams Literary
Film/TV | Adams Literary

“Fierce and glorious, this story of outcast girls
defying fate utterly bewitched me.” —Laini Taylor

The fight is just beginning in this exciting sequel
to the fantasy debut Shimmer and Burn.

◀ The Boneless Mercies

By April Genevieve Tucholke
Frey, Ovie, Juniper, and Runa are the
Boneless Mercies—girls hired to kill
quickly, quietly, and mercifully. But Frey is
weary of the death trade and dreams of a
bigger life. When she hears of an
unstoppable monster ravaging a nearby
town, Frey decides this is the Mercies’ one
chance out. The fame and fortune of
bringing down such a beast would ensure
a new future for all the Mercies. In fact,
her actions may change the story arc of
women everywhere. Full of fierce girls,
bloodlust, tenuous alliances, and
unapologetic quests for glory, this
elegantly spun tale challenges the power
of storytelling—and who gets to be the
storyteller.
Rights sold: Korea (Woorischool), Spain (V&R)
& UK (Simon & Schuster UK)

▶ Splendor and Spark

FSG | October 2018 | 12+
UK | Simon & Schuster UK
Translation | Adams Literary
Film/TV | Adams Literary

By Mary Taranta
In this exciting follow-up to Shimmer and
Burn, Faris has given up love to save her
sister’s life and the dying kingdom of
Avinea, but will her sacrifices be enough to
overcome the poisoned magic and villains
surrounding her on all sides?

Simon & Schuster | November 2018 | 12+
UK | Adams Literary
Translation | Adams Literary
Film/TV | Adams Literary

comingSoon

comingSoon
A Nation Like Stars

Sisters of Shadow and Light

Bone Grace

By Rosalyn Eves
Knopf | Fall 2020

By Sara B. Larson
Tor Teen | Fall 2019

By Kathryn Purdie
Katherine Tegen Books | Winter 2020

From the author of the acclaimed Blood
Rose Rebellion trilogy comes a novel about a
19th century Mormon girl who unwittingly
becomes involved in a railway heist, and—if
she can’t return the stolen device to its
rightful owner before the 1878 total solar
eclipse—might lose not only her own life,
but alter the future of American science
and magic.

From the author of the Defy trilogy and the
Dark Breaks the Dawn duology comes a
thrilling new YA fantasy with a timeless
fairytale feel and an original voice in which
two sisters have grown up imprisoned in a
fortress surrounded by a magical hedge
that won’t let anyone in or out…until the
day a stranger arrives.

In this new YA fantasy adventure series
from the #1 New York Times bestseller of the
Burning Glass trilogy, star-crossed lovers
Ailith, a magical siren and soul-ferrier
known as a Lueuress, and Bastien, her
soulmate who’s hell-bent to avenge his
murdered father, are fated to kill one
another.

1-book deal

2-book deal

2-book deal

UK | Adams Literary
Translation | Adams Literary
Film/TV | Adams Literary

UK | Tor Teen
Translation | Adams Literary
Film/TV | Adams Literary

UK | HarperCollins
Translation | Adams Literary
Film/TV | Adams Literary

7845 Colony Road, C4 #215, Charlotte, NC 28226
704.542.1440 tel | 704.542.1450 fax
info@adamsliterary.com | adamsliterary.com
twitter | @adamsliterary
instagram | adamsliterary
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